Solar System

Pluto's moon possibly a planet — New observations of Pluto and the surrounding neighborhood have shown that a recently-discovered moon of that planet, tentatively named Charon, may be so big it is a planet rather than a moon. If true, this means Pluto and Charon form a double planet system — the only such system with bodies of so similar size in the solar system.

World

Iran food embargo expected — President Carter will impose an embargo on food shipments to Iran this morning, according to White House officials. Food and Medicine were exempted when the President stopped trade and severed relations with Iran on April 17. He is also planning to appeal to US allies to embargo their food shipments as well.

Nation

Court rules in favor of rights — The US Supreme Court ruled 5-4 yesterday that local government bodies such as school boards and cities may be held liable for alleged violations of constitutional rights. The ruling is expected to make it easier for individuals to win damages for actions such as police brutality and student dismissals and followed by a day a ruling extending the Fourth Amendment, saying police had to obtain a warrant before entering an individual's house to arrest him.

—By Richard Salt

Weather

Mostly sunny and mild today with highs 58-62. Clear and cool tonight with lows dropping to near 40. Continued pleasant weather over the weekend. High near 60. lows near 45 both Saturday and Sunday with little chance of rain until Monday.

—By James Franklin

MIT, UA are ineligible for license

(Continued from page 1)

A "charitable." Halfman added, "It's an area in which I see no reason why the Institute should care to be involved."

After being informed about the illegality, the committee felt it had gone too far and the advertisement had been up too long to cancel the party.

MIT did not apply for a license in this case because the kind of one-shot raffle planned by the UA was not in the spirit of the law. Apparently the licenses are primarily issued to charitable organizations consistently holding gambling events. The licenses are issued on an annual basis, and neither MIT nor the UA is a charitable organization.

The party features the band "Stone Champagne", who has been broadcast over WCOZ. Free beer and munchies will be served, college ID required.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON CLUB

April 18, 1980

2pm-5pm

Mc Dermott Court (in front of Green building)

Jerry Secco Jazz Band

Free Cookout and Drinks

Sponsored by DormCon and UA

Write Menachem Begin, Jerusalem, Israel, suggesting compulsory birth control for Jews and Arabs, as in India, so Jews will always control the Knesset—85% Jews and 15% Arabs. This will prevent dangerous Arab population growth.

—Paid Advertisement

SUMMER INTERNS WANTED

One of the top Wall Street Investment Banking Firms is undertaking a major review of all operations with the goal of:

1. Indicating revenue expansion and/or cost reduction opportunities that can be accomplished in the near future.

2. Developing detailed requirements for an integrated securities trading and processing system designed for revenue expansion and risk control.

Ideal candidates will have outstanding academic credentials in Industrial Engineering, Finance, or Management Information Systems, will have completed one year of graduate study, and have two to three years of business experience.

Compensation is extremely high, but so are the hours.

If you have an interest, please forward your resume, along with a cover letter indicating why you should be selected for this project to:

Box c/o Jeannette Waall, Doremus & Company, 120 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10006